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WHO WE ARE
“Aleppo” CCO is a non-governmental
organization, established in October
2013 in Yerevan-Armenia, by a group of
Syrian-Armenians who were displaced
from their homes in Syria and found
refuge in their homeland Armenia. In
April 2014 the ACCO was also registered
in the United States. The organization
runs its activities through 150 registered
volunteers. The organization’s core
objective is to provide emergency relief
assistance to the most vulnerable Syrian
families and individuals in Syria and
Armenia, while at the same time,
implement lasting projects to facilitate
the local settlement and integration
process of Syrian-Armenians in
Armenia.
OUR VISION
To ensure welfare and decent living
conditions for Syrians sheltered in
Armenia, prohibiting urgent
phenomenon of migration and giving
them an opportunity to return and stand
up for their own property at the end of
the civil war of Syria, thus taking part in
reconstruction activities of Syria..

“Aleppo” Organization Reopened the Newly Equipped
“Arevik-Armenia” Center

project started in November 2015 and
ended on January 31, 2016. The
Ambassador of the United States of

“Arevik-Armenia” Center for children

lfare
is in Unity
and adults with special needs, which

America to Armenia Richard Mills, the
RA Minister of Diaspora Hranush

functions under “Aleppo” Compatriotic

Hakopyan and Vasken Yacoubian a

Charitable Organization, is reopened

member of the central executive

with new equipment and improved
by [Article Author]
conditions. The reopening of the newly
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committee of AGBU as well as other

international organizations honored the

refurbished “Arevik-Armenia” Center

ceremony with their presence.

took place on February 2, 2016. The

Ambassador Mills emphasized the

refurbishment of the “Arevik-Armenia”

importance of the Arevik Center.

Center, which included an upgrade of

Guests had the opportunity to get

the facilities as well as new educational

acquainted with the center.

and therapeutic materials, was made
possible with the assistance of the
Embassy of the United States in
Armenia, in the framework of the Julia
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Taft Fund for Refugee via

 Re-opening of the Arevik-Armenia
Center
 “Aleppo” CCO Launched Western
Armenian Classes
 Better Future in Armenia
 Humanitarian Aid
 Aleppo CCO in a workshop
 Solutions to Housing, Mrs. Baytarian

implementation of the “Better
Environment for Refugee Children and
Adults with Disabilities” project. The

Links: http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/aleppo-organization-reopened-the-newly-equipped-arevik-armenia-center/
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It’s always your
Choice to become a
Volunteer for
“Aleppo” Organization

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/

“Aleppo” CCO launched
Western Armenian
language classes for
children

Armenian dialect, its use and teaching,
“Aleppo” organization and “Dzil” art
center will provide an opportunity for
children to perfect the Western

On February 7th, 2016, the “Aleppo”
Compatriotic Charitable Non-

Armenian dialect using games, songs,
dance and play.

governmental organization and “Dzil”
Art Center launched Western Armenian

“…the importance of the
new generation in keeping
the Western Armenian
dialect, its use and teaching”

language Sunday classes for children 614 of age. This event was held on the
same day as Pun Paregentan Festival
celebrations.
The classes will take place every
Sunday, 11:00-14:00, at “Aleppo”
organization’s new location, at
Vartanants 8A.

As a result of this celebration the
participating kids used Western
You can contribute by following this link:
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/donate/onlinetransfer/

Armenian games and songs to
familiarize themselves with the holiday
and its traditions.
With the importance of the new
generation in keeping the Western

For class registrations please call: (010)
54 53 69, (093) 45 75 36, and (098) 42 13 91
Links: http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/aleppo-cco-launchedwestern-armenian-language-classes-for-children/
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Join our free classes to
acquire knowledge
and applicable skills

More than 100 young
people involved

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/

Better Future in Armenia

At the end of the workshop, young
Youth in Civil Society, and made short
presentations on the Local and

The workshop on “The Importance of

International institutions promoting

youth-led initiatives, youth voice, and

youth work in Armenia.

youth active participation at local and

people expressed willingness to invest
in the youth work and become part of
the active and organized youth of the
Republic of Armenia.

“More than 30 Syrian and
local young people attended
the workshop”

international levels” took place at the
new center of “ALEPPO” Organization
on February 20, 2016.
The workshop was organized within
the framework of the “Syrian Youth
for better future in Armenia” youth

More than 30 Syrian and local young

participation educational project funded

people attended the workshop and had

by the US Embassy to Armenia and

the opportunity to ask the questions and

implemented by the “ALEPPO”

get detail information on non-formal

Organization. The major goal of the

education, as part of the youth work.

project is to strengthen capacities and
knowledge of Syrian youngsters
residing in Armenia to build up better
future in Armenia.
Hayasa Tahmazyan, Secretary General
of the World Armenian Youth Network
(WostAYN) and Sirarpi Manyan,
Secretary General of the Federation of
Youth Clubs (FYCA) presented the
phases of the Youth work development
in Armenia, spoke about the Role of

Links : http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/better-future-inarmenia/

You can contribute by following this link:
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/donate/onlinetransfer/
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We Provide
Humanitarian Aid to
the most vulnerable
Syrian Armenian
Families Displaced to
Armenia

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/

Humanitarian Aid for
“Aleppo” Organization’s
Beneficiaries

patriotic activities by the Parish
Council of Texas St. George Church of
the United States

Humanitarian Aid
Distribution Took Place at
the “Aleppo” CCO

On February 5, 2016, more than 85
beneficiary Syrian Families of

deserve the highest appraisal. The care

On February 15, 2016, “Aleppo”

“Aleppo” Compatriotic Charitable

and help of Diaspora Armenians is of

Compatriotic Charitable Organization

Organization, who recently relocated to

great importance for Syrian- Armenians

provided humanitarian aid, clothing, to

Armenia, received financial

relocated to Armenia. Every assistance

57 beneficiary families. “Aleppo”

humanitarian aid, in amount of 100

provided contributes in a special way to

Organization expresses its deep

USD each, in the framework of “Adopt

the war-affected Syrian-Armenians,

gratitude to the individual benefactors

a Family” project, to cope with daily

and enables them to build up the bright

who have faith in the organization, and

issues faced. The Perish Council of

and prosperous future in their

provide continued humanitarian

Texas St. Gevorg Church of the United

Homeland.

support to Syrian-Armenian vulnerable
families.

States made this initiation possible
within the “Save a Life” program

Links: http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/humanitarian-aiddistribution-took-place-at-the-aleppo-cco/

implemented by “Aleppo”
Organization.
“Aleppo” organization expresses its
deepest gratitude to the Parish Council
of Texas St. Gevorg Church of the
United States for the tremendous
efforts and continued support in
establishment and integration of
Syrian-Armenian community in the
Homeland. The selfless work and

Links: http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/human-aid-for-aleppoorganizations-beneficiaries-2/

“85 beneficiary Syrian
Families of “Aleppo” CCO
each received 100 U.S.
dollars”

You can contribute by following this link:
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/donate/onlinetransfer/
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“Aleppo”
Organization
Participated in the
Workshop Entitled
“From
Humanitarian
Responses to
Durable Solutions”

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/

“From Humanitarian Responses to

“Aleppo” Compatriotic Charitable

Participating organizations also

Durable Solutions” workshop was held

Organization was also part of the

discussed the issues concerning the

on February 24, 2016, to facilitate the

attendees represented by the

integration of relocated Syrian-

integration of Syrian-Armenians

organization’s Vice-president Mrs.

Armenians. The work already carried

relocated to Armenia as a result of

Dzovig Baytarian and project manager

out in this regard was also mentioned,

Syrian conflicts.

Naira Margaryan.

and long-term strategic approaches
were discussed. The participating

The workshop organizers were the RA

organizations also exchanged ideas

Ministry of Diaspora, UN High

through group works and proposed new

Commissioner for Refugees (Armenian

suggestions.

Office), “Calouste Gulbenkian”
Foundation and the Armenian General
Benevolent Union (AGBU). The
workshop was attended by the
representatives of the RA Government,

Speaking on behalf of the Executive

as well as non-governmental, pan-

Body of the organization, Mrs.

Armenian and international

Baytarian asked the concerned donor

organizations that deal with Syrian-

organizations to jointly organize

Armenian issues.

Fundraising, and to allocate funds
collected for the purchase of cost

The workshop ended with the

affordable housing and apartments,

recommendation of the establishment

which will be provided to the most

of the joint strategic program and the

vulnerable Syrian-Armenian families

readiness of the participating

based on the contract of

institutions to cooperate.

uncompensated use of immovable
property.

Links: http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/aleppo-organizationparticipated-in-the-workshop-entitled-from-humanitarianresponses-to-durable-solutions/
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Finding Solutions to
Housing Issues is Our Priority

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/

In this regard, we informed that

Finding Solutions to
Housing Issues is Our
Priority, Dzovig Baytarian.

non-governmental, international and
Pan-Armenian other organizations that
deal with Syrian-Armenian issues and

Organization

recently

Organization

already

maintains the data on the large number
of apartments that cost 20,000 to 25,000
US

their establishment in Armenia.
“Aleppo”

“Aleppo”

dollars

each,

which

can

be

purchased by relevant financial means
“Aleppo” organization raised the issues,

and be provided to the most vulnerable

“From Humanitarian Responses to

needs that face Syrian-Armenians, and

Syrian-Armenians,

Durable

the ultimate goal of preventing the

contract of temporary uncompensated

Syrian-Armenians

use of immovable property.

participated in the workshop titled
Solutions”,

which

was

organized jointly by the RA Ministry of
Diaspora, UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (Armenian Office), “Calouste
Gulbenkian”

Foundation

and

the

Armenian General Benevolent Union
(AGBU). The workshop was held on
February 24, 2016, at the conference
hall of the AGBU-Armenia. On this
occasion “Arevelk” had the discussion
with the “Aleppo” Organization’s Vicepresident Mrs. Dzovig Baytarian.

-Mrs. Baytarian, What can you tell us
about your participation? What were
“Aleppo” organization’s proposals

migration

from

Armenia, came up with the solutions for
housing and employment.

based

on

the

It is pertinent to mention that “Aleppo”
Organization with the support of

Firstly, referring to the efforts focused

individual donors already launched and

on the resolution of housing issues, we

implements “Host a Family” Project,

suggested organizing Pan-Armenian

similar to the recommendation made in

Fundraising in support of Syrian-

the workshop. In the framework of the

Armenians relocated to Armenia, in

project, more than 20 Syrian-Armenian

particular,

affordable

families are provided with apartments

houses, apartments through the funds

purchased by the support of individual

collected, and to provide to the most

donors. At the workshop, we also

vulnerable Syrian-Armenian families

expressed our readiness to direct

based on contract of uncompensated use

potential efforts towards organization of

of property. (Purchased apartments will

this Fundraising.

to

purchase

not be subject for a sale for 10 years).

and suggestions at the mentioned
workshop?
“Aleppo”

Compatriotic

Charitable

Organization attended the workshop
jointly with the Government bodies,

-Solving the housing issue is of vital
importance for the Syrian-Armenian
community. However, has the
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“Aleppo” Organization taken any
steps towards employment issues of
Syrian-Armenians in Armenia?
Of course. As presented in the
workshop, “Aleppo” organization has
already developed programs for
establishment of workshops, and has
applied for funding to sponsor
benefactors and in near future the first
phase of this program will be
commenced. Implementation of these
programs will provide jobs for many
Syrian-Armenian families.
However, it worth to note, that due to
number of projects already
implemented by “Aleppo”
Organization so far, more than 70-80
Syrian-Armenian women have acquired
knowledge and skills thus enabling
them to grow and earn for a living.
Furthermore, many Syrian-Armenians
have access to job opportunities in the
projects implemented by the
Organization, as well as in other
organization ensured by the “Aleppo”
CCO’s network connections.
-We know that “Aleppo”
Organization has also made
recommendations regarding
education. Could you please detail
and introduce the education
programs implemented by you, if
there are any?
In the framework of the “Education”
Working group of the workshop, Tork
Dalalyan, the Founder of “Dzil” Art
Center, who was taking part in the
workshop on behalf of the “Aleppo”
Organization, spoke about free Western
Armenian language classes initiated by
the joint efforst of “Aleppo”
Organization and “Dzil” Art Center.
Classes, undertaken for 6-17 aged
children and youth began on February
7, 2016.

As we presented at the workshop,
“Aleppo” Organization implemented
this program to preserve the Western
Armenian dialect for the new
generation and to emphasize the
importance of using and teaching of
this dialect.
However, the Executive body of
“Aleppo” Organization is convinced
that Saturday schools, despite their
contribution in preserving the western
Armenian culture, are not a permanent
solution. With this in mind, our
representative proposed and stressed
the importance of western Armenian
everyday school in Armenia during the
workshop. He noted that this everyday
school will enable access to both
Syrian-Armenians and local students.
To make the program like this possible
“Aleppo” Organization calls on all
governmental and educational bodies to
collaborate to make this vital program a
reality. In addition, aside from Western
Armenian language classes, “Aleppo”
Organization also conducts other
educational programs. More than 12
Syrian-Armenian children and adults
with special needs attend “ArevikArmenia” center re-opened by
“Aleppo” Organization and receive free
education and care.
“Aleppo” Organization provided the
opportunity for more than 100 SyrianArmenian youth to strengthen their
knowledge and capacities to build up
the better future in Armenia. Lastly,
more than 145 young people are
involved in the organization’s
“Western Armenian, Arabic Language
Learning” programs.

a Life” program. Within this program,
“Aleppo” organization with the support
of donors provides one-way tickets to
the most vulnerable Syrian-Armenian
families to relocate Armenia.
As a result of this program, over 165
Syrian-Armenians have been relocated
so far. It should be noted, that the
benefactors continue their pursuit in
this direction with their investments
and contributions, which makes it
possible to continue this program to
help Syrian-Armenians who wish to
relocate and resettle in Armenia.
We are confident that with our joint
efforts and partnership, we will achieve
positive results and find solution to
problems facing by Syrian-Armenian
community in Armenia mentioned
above, which in turn, would prevent
emigration of Syrian-Armenians from
Armenia and keep them in Armenia
and support their settlement, which is
the aim of this workshop as well.
Links: http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/finding-solutions-tohousing-issues-is-our-priority-dzovig-baytarian/

Our Address:
11 Northern Avenue, 0010 Yerevan
Email: info@aleppo-ngo.org

Is there anything else you would like
to add?
Finally, I would like to refer to one of
the most important programs by
“Aleppo” Organization, which is “Save

Website: www.aleppo-ngo.org

